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MR: How long has Triple Three Gin been distilled? How many different expressions are 
there of Triple Three, what are their differences and what is your favourite?  

WE Started in 2014 with a “House Brand” called “Rolf’s Gin” Named after our Master distiller. 
This has been such a success that we designed the 333 Range with the 3 distinctive flavours of 
100% Juniper berry, Citrus Infusion and the African Botanicals. My favourite is changing with the 
occasion. 

 

MR: What makes Triple Three Gin unique?  

The “Art” of distilling with the set up and the know how. The careful selection of the 
ingredients with the love to detail. All our gins provide a smooth drinking experience, 
even when enjoyed neat.  

 

MR: What's your favourite part about making Gin?  

Selecting the Ingredients and finding the balance by carefully blending them together. 

 

MR: What is your favourite botanical used in Triple Three Gin, why?  

Juniper berry, a lot of Gins are over powered from other flavour influences, we believe Gin is first 
and outmost about Juniper and then secondary it comes about the blending in of other beautiful 
flavours 

 

MR: Tell us a bit about the botanicals in Triple Three Gin & why you chose them?  

It is about the principle of what you want to achieve. We believe in balance and clear flavour. 
Also important we don't sweeten our Gin’s. Local Botanicals like Rooibos and Buchu are so 
wonderful in Flavour. Rich, mild spice. The Roots give you either some bitterness or roundness. 
Citrus from farm grown Organic Lemon and untried Oranges supply freshness. 

 

MR: How long did it take to perfect the recipe of Triple Three?  

A Distiller is sensing flavour every day. For that there are Ideas in the mind and you wait for the 
moment to create with this wonderful flavour impression a new recipe. The other side is that we 
also did extensive tasting with our Gin lovers to find out what they will like….. and what not. 

 

MR: What was taken into consideration during this process?  

The classic Gin Idea, the market local and international, the local operation and of course the 
botanicals of South Africa 

 



MR: How long does the process take (from spirit to bottle)? 

We strive to have the distilled Gin to mature in bottle for a 3 month time. So from Spirit to Gin you 
can say 4 month. 

MR: What would you say the pros/cons are of micro distilling?  

It spices up the distilling world and opens new dimensions. The same time there is the risk to 
produce top consistent quality. 

 

MR: Is there anything you would change about Triple Three Gin or anything you wish you 
could have told yourself when first starting out?  

Not at all it has been a wonderful journey so far. I would love to have more time in the trade and 
do tastings….. 

 

MR: Do you think there should be clearly defined lines about what is a "craft" Gin & what 
are some of the characteristics that you think make up a "craft" gin?  

It will help to arrange the market. How ever the connoisseur out there knows exactly what she or 
he wants and where craft is craft ore not. Over the time the quality products succeed, not 
everybody claiming craft is better then industry. 

 

MR: Why Triple Three Gin?  

Triple Three Gin delivers perfectly balanced flavours that make a perfect start for a world class 
drink.  

MR: Why Gin?  

Clear spirits have a good interest if the story and the quality is top. After Grappa and Eau de Vie 
it was time to show what we can do in “Gin”. Gin has been trending big time overseas for the last 
5-8 years and it was clear that the Vibe of Cape town will pick up on Gin too 

 

MR: What is the future of Triple Three Gin? 

Growing the brand and also there are some surprises in the pipeline….. watch the space 

 

MR: What is your favourite way to enjoy Triple Three Gin?  

Outside with great friends. 

 

	


